7. Corallian Ridge – Oxford to Faringdon
5. Thames & Lower Thame Valleys – (Sharp Sand and Gravel)
3. North West of Bicester

▲ Boundary of Local Plan Area
▲ Special Area of Conservation
▲ Special Areas of Conservation (Protected Wet. A. C.)
▲ Settlement Boundaries
▲ Minerals/ aggregates/ waste (Policy W)
▲ Settlement Areas
▲ Minerals/ aggregates/ waste (Policy W) (In Use)
▲ Mineral/ Aggregates/ Waste (Policy W)
▲ Mining/ Extraction/ Waste/ Zeolite (Policy W)
▲ Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB)
▲ Green Belt (Policy GB)
▲ Rural/ Settlement/ Policy (R) & (C. G.)
▲ Emerging/Low Density (Policy No. C.G.)
▲ Through roads
▲ Links to minor roads
▲ Links to minor lakes
▲ Green belt sites
▲ Special Protection Areas (SPA)
▲ Local nature sites
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